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ABSTRACT
The observed Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO) tends to propagate eastward across the Maritime Continent from the eastern equatorial Indian Ocean to the western Pacific. However, numerical simulations
present different levels of fidelity in representing the propagation, especially for the tropical convection associated with the MJO. This study conducts a series of coupled simulations using the NCEP CFSv2 to explore
the impacts of SST feedback and convection parameterization on the propagation simulations. First, two
simulations differing in the model horizontal resolutions are conducted. The MJO propagation in these two
simulations is found generally insensitive to the resolution change. Further, based on the CFSv2 with a lower
resolution, two additional experiments are performed with model SSTs nudged to climatologies with different
time scales representing different air–sea coupling strength. It is demonstrated that weakening the air–sea
coupling strength significantly degrades the MJO propagation simulation, suggesting the critical role of SST
feedback in maintaining MJO propagation. Last, the sensitivity to convection parameterization is explored by
comparing two simulations with different convection parameterization schemes. Analyses of these simulations indicate that including air–sea coupling alone in a dynamical model does not result in realistic maintenance of the MJO eastward propagation without the development of favorable SST conditions in the
western Pacific. In both observations and one simulation with realistic MJO propagations, the preconditioning of SSTs is strongly affected by surface latent heat fluxes that are modulated by surface wind
anomalies in both zonal and meridional directions. The diagnostics highlight the critical contribution from
meridional winds in wind speed variations, which has been neglected in most MJO studies.

1. Introduction
The Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO) is the primary
mode of tropical intraseasonal climate variability in the
boreal winter and spring (Madden and Julian 1971;
Zhang 2005). It manifests as a planetary-scale system
with organized multiscale convection and large-scale
circulation and is featured by its eastward propagation
along the equator. During a typical MJO event, a positive convection/rainfall anomaly develops over the
western Indian Ocean, while convection tends to be
suppressed farther east over the western Pacific. Over
the course of the following 30–60 days, the enhanced
convective anomaly in the Indian Ocean intensifies and
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propagates across the Maritime Continent and the
western-central Pacific Ocean.
The simulation of the MJO has become a benchmark
test for the performance of climate models in the tropics.
Although many general circulation models (GCMs)
have improved representations of the MJO, many
shortcomings still remain, for example, in the simulation
of the period, amplitude, seasonality, and geographical
dependence of the MJO (Slingo et al. 1996; Lin et al.
2006; Hung et al. 2013; Jiang et al. 2015). A common
shortcoming in many GCMs is that the eastward propagation of convection from the Indian Ocean into the
western Pacific (i.e., the propagation across the Maritime Continent) remains often poorly represented with
standing oscillations of convective activity over the Indian Ocean or western Pacific (Jiang et al. 2015). The
model bias in the propagation of MJO across the
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Maritime Continent has been one of motivations for the
Year of the Maritime Continent (YMC; http://www.
bmkg.go.id/ymc/default.bmkg), an international project
with an overarching goal of ‘‘observing the weatherclimate system of the Earth’s largest archipelago to
improve understanding and prediction of its local variability and global impact.’’
Simulations of the MJO have been found sensitive
to model configurations. Among various factors, convection parameterization is considered the foremost
(Zhang et al. 2006). Studies have suggested that the
simulated MJO strongly depends on the criteria for the
onset of the convection, for example, the convection
entrainment rate and critical relative humidity (Tokioka
et al. 1988; Wang and Schlesinger 1999; Zhang and Mu
2005; Bechtold et al. 2008; Lin et al. 2008). Meanwhile,
application of different convection schemes may also
result in different levels of fidelity in representing the
MJO. For example, based on the NCEP Climate Forecast System, version 1 (CFSv1), Seo and Wang (2010)
performed a series of experiments to explore the impacts of various factors on the simulation of the MJO.
They found that the simulation strongly depended on
the convection parameterization, and the use of the relaxed Arakawa–Schubert (RAS) cumulus parameterization of Moorthi and Suarez (1999) produced a
significantly better representation of the MJO with more
realistic periodicity, spectral power, and eastward
propagation than simplified Arakawa–Schubert (SAS)
cumulus parameterization (Pan and Wu 1995). The superiority of RAS over SAS in the MJO simulations
was also achieved by Wang et al. (2015) using the
atmospheric component of CFSv2 (Saha et al. 2014).
Meanwhile, Bechtold et al. (2008) also showed that
improvements to convection and diffusion were responsible for an improved representation of the MJO in
the ECMWF Integrated Forecast System.
Another process that affects the MJO is the representation of air–sea interaction. Observational diagnoses have shown coherent variations in surface heat
fluxes, SST, and convection associated with the MJO
(e.g., Krishnamurti et al. 1988; Shinoda et al. 1998;
Woolnough et al. 2000; Kumar et al. 2013). Many numerical studies also noted improved MJO simulations
when an atmosphere-only GCM (AGCM) is coupled to
an ocean model (e.g., Flatau et al. 1997; Waliser et al.
1999; Kemball-Cook et al. 2002; Inness et al. 2003;
Zhang et al. 2006), confirming the role of ocean feedbacks in the MJO life cycle. Moreover, studies also
found that the inclusion of air–sea coupling could extend
the MJO predictability and enhance prediction skill of
the tropical intraseasonal oscillation (e.g., Vitart et al.
2007; Fu et al. 2008; Pegion and Kirtman 2008; Shelly
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et al. 2014). Prominent ocean–atmosphere coupled
processes are also simulated during the propagation of
MJO events with high prediction skill in the ECMWF
ensemble prediction system (Kim et al. 2016).
The role of SST feedback is also highlighted in many
MJO theories, for example, the air–sea convective intraseasonal interaction (ASCII) mechanism that was
proposed by Flatau et al. (1997) based on observational
analysis and examined by their simplified experiments.
The ASCII mechanism relies on the climatological lowlevel westerly wind in the region through which the
convection propagates. Particularly, the zonal wind
anomalies associated with the inflow into the convective
region strengthen or weaken the surface winds, which
reduce or enhance the latent heat flux (LHF) at the
ocean surface. Further, variations in solar shortwave
radiation flux (SWF) at the surface associated with
MJO-related changes in cloudiness also occur. The
combination of these flux variations can induce SST
anomalies to the east and west of the convective region.
The zonal SST gradient causes zonal changes in surface
moist static energy and provides surface forcing, which
induces the convection to move toward the east.
Coupling an AGCM to an interactive ocean model,
however, is not a panacea for problems of simulating the
MJO in an uncoupled GCM (Hendon 2000). In fact,
many coupled atmosphere–ocean models still exhibit
systematic errors in both MJO simulations (Lin et al.
2006; Hung et al. 2013; Jiang et al. 2015) and predictions
(Wang et al. 2014). There are investigations suggesting
that other aspects of the GCM configuration, such as the
treatment of cumulus convection and model resolution,
could also affect the response of the MJO to air–sea
interactions (e.g., Seo and Wang 2010; Crueger et al.
2013). For example, Crueger et al. (2013), based on
ECHAM6, found that the effect of air–sea coupling on
the MJO propagation simulations is more evident at
high resolution. Furthermore, only a small subset of
experiments demonstrated that coupling could even
degrade the representation of the MJO in coupled climate simulations (Hendon 2000; Liess et al. 2004).
Studies are also devoted to understanding reasons for
degradation in the MJO simulation, and it has been
mostly linked to biases in the CGCM mean state (e.g.,
Hendon 2000; Liess et al. 2004; Zhang 2005). For instance, Hendon (2000) attributed the degradation to
errors in the basic state climatology of the model (particularly the lack of mean surface westerlies across much
of the warm pool) and too-weak latent heat flux
anomalies.
Inness and Slingo (2003), based on the Hadley Centre
Coupled Model, version 3 (HadCM3), found that, while
coupling improved the eastward propagation of
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convection across the Indian Ocean, it could not make it
propagate farther eastward and into the western Pacific.
Inness et al. (2003) further demonstrated that it was also
errors in the low-level zonal wind component in the
western Pacific that prevented the MJO from propagating into the region, a result which was confirmed by
their flux-corrected simulations. The two model studies
are generally consistent with the ASCII mechanism
(Flatau et al. 1997), and they all emphasize the critical
role of the low-level zonal winds. On the other hand, in
Seo and Wang (2010), the problem of simulating the
MJO in CFSv1 with the SAS convection scheme was
attributed to the too-low fraction of the stratiform
rainfall relative to the total rainfall over the MJO
development region.
In general, the effect of air–sea coupling on the MJO
simulations could be model dependent, and so is the
physical reasoning behind it. Thus, assessment of various factors influencing MJO simulations is required
across diverse models. However, as recognized by
DeMott et al. (2015), in such studies, the primary attention has been paid to inter-GCM variations in the
effects of coupling than to intra-GCM variations related
to the model’s physical parameterizations and configurations. The purpose of this study is to contribute to the
continuing efforts toward understanding problems on
the MJO simulations. For this purpose, a series of coupled simulations are conducted based on a single GCM,
that is, the NCEP CFSv2 (Saha et al. 2014). These experiments differ in their model configurations, including
horizontal resolutions, convection parameterizations,
and the strength of SST feedback.
Our focus is on the simulations of MJO propagation
across the Maritime Continent. The Maritime Continent has been known as an MJO ‘‘propagation barrier’’
for many GCMs, but its role in supporting or hindering
the MJO has not been well understood (Inness and
Slingo 2006). By diagnosing the experiments, we address the following two questions: (i) is the air–sea interaction (or SST feedback) critical for simulating the
eastward propagation of the MJO, and if so, then
(ii) what processes are responsible for the development
of SST conditions favorable for the MJO propagation across the Maritime Continent? Question (i) is
explored by comparing simulations with predicted
SSTs nudged to climatological values with different strengths representing different degree of air–sea
coupling. For question (ii), we investigate physical
processes contributing to SST evolutions in observations and two CFSv2 simulations with contrasting
levels of fidelity in simulating the MJO eastward
propagation, which results from different convection
schemes.

The paper is organized as follows: The model, the
experimental design, and the datasets are described in
the section 2. The results are presented in section 3,
where factors influencing MJO propagation simulations
are explored with a focus on the SST feedback. A discussion and conclusions are given in section 4.

2. Models, experiments, and datasets
a. Models
In this study, the NCEP CFSv2 (Saha et al. 2014) is used
for a series of MJO simulation experiments. In addition,
CFSv2 with a lower resolution (referred to as CFSv2L) is
also applied for experiments. The ocean component (the
GFDL MOM, version 4) of CFSv2 (and CFSv2L) is configured for the global ocean with a horizontal grid of 0.58 3
0.58 (18 3 18) poleward of 308S and 308N and meridional
resolution increasing gradually to 0.258 (0.338) between
108S and 108N. The vertical coordinate is geopotential
height (z coordinate) with 40 levels (27 levels in the upper
400 m), with maximum depth of approximately 4.5 km.
The atmospheric component of CFSv2 (CFSv2L) has
horizontal resolutions at T126 (T62) spectral truncation
with 64 vertical levels in a hybrid sigma–pressure coordinate. The two components exchange surface momentum, heat, and freshwater fluxes, as well as SSTs, every
30 (60) minutes in CFSv2 (CFSv2L).
Different from the standard configuration of CFSv2
(Saha et al. 2014), which uses the 2007 version of the
NCEP operational Global Forecast System (GFS), the
atmospheric component in the two coupled systems
used in this study (CFSv2 and CFSv2L) is the 2011
version of the NCEP GFS, but the model physics are
configured as in Saha et al. (2014). In this study, the
following two convection schemes built into the model
are used for experiments.
1) The SAS cumulus convection scheme (Pan and Wu
1995), which was used in Saha et al. (2014), is based
on the original Arakawa and Schubert scheme
(Arakawa and Schubert 1974) and simplified by
Grell (1993) to consider only one cloud instead of a
spectrum of clouds. Convection occurs when the
cloud work function exceeds a certain threshold. A
simple trigger is employed, which requires that the
level of free convection must exist and must be within
the distance of 150 hPa of the parcel starting level.
2) The RAS cumulus convection scheme, which in the
GFS was developed by Moorthi and Suarez (1992,
1999), simplifies the entrainment relation and assumes that the normalized mass flux is a linear
function of height rather than being exponential as
in the original Arakawa and Shubert scheme. In
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TABLE 1. Description of experiments.
Experiment

Model

Convection scheme

SST nudging (restoring time scale)

CFSv2_RAS
CFSv2L_RAS
CFSv2L_RAS_SST1dy
CFSv2L_RAS_SST10dy
CFSv2_SAS

CFSv2
CFSv2L
CFSv2L
CFSv2L
CFSv2

RAS
RAS
RAS
RAS
SAS

No
No
Yes (1 day)
Yes (10 days)
No

addition, rather than requiring that ‘‘quasi equilibrium’’ of the cloud ensemble be achieved each time,
the scheme only relaxes the ambient atmospheric
state toward equilibrium.

CFSv2_SAS corresponds to the standard version of
CFSv2 (Saha et al. 2014). Its comparison with CFSv2_
RAS examines the effect of convection schemes on
MJO simulations.

b. Experiments

c. Analysis method and observations

Based on the two coupled systems (CFSv2 and
CFSv2L) with different horizontal resolutions, five
simulation experiments are conducted (Table 1). All the
five simulations are initialized from the Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR; Saha et al. 2010) state on
1 January 1980 and run for 25 years. All model diagnoses
are based on outputs of the last 20 years.

Anomalies are calculated as departures from seasonal
climatology, which is defined as annual mean plus the
first four harmonics of long-term average. To focus on
the intraseasonal variability, most analyses are based
on intraseasonal anomalies obtained by applying 20–
100-day bandpass filtering to the raw daily mean anomalies.
When evaluating the zonal propagation features of the
simulated MJO, lead–lag correlations or regressions are
calculated for the 108S–108N averaged intraseasonal
anomalies with respect to the Indian Ocean precipitation (108S–108N, 708–1008E). To identify the
physical factor modulating LHF variations, a simplified
bulk formula [i.e., see Eq. (1)] is used to diagnose LHF
based on SST, 2-m specific humidity, 10-m velocity, and
sea level pressure. In this study, we take surface flux
anomalies as being positive into the ocean surface.
Thus, a positive LHF anomaly corresponds to a reduction in evaporation from the ocean.
The observational data used for validations include
daily SST analyses from the National Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI) using the optimum interpolation (IO) scheme (Reynolds et al. 2007); rainfall
estimate from the CPC morphing technique (CMORPH)
satellite retrieval (Joyce et al. 2004); and 850-hPa zonal
winds (U850), surface SWF, and LHF from the CFSR
(Saha et al. 2010). For the LHF calculation based on the
simplified bulk formula [i.e., see Eq. (1)], daily SST, 2-m
specific humidity, 10-m velocity, and sea level pressure
from CFSR are used as well. All the observational diagnoses are based on data during 1998–2014.

d

d

d

The first two simulations are based on CFSv2 and
CFSv2L, both using the RAS convection scheme
(referred to as CFSv2_RAS and CFSv2L_RAS). The
comparison between CFSv2_RAS and CFSv2L_RAS
explores the impact of model resolutions on MJO
simulations.
The third and fourth experiments (referred to as
CFSv2L_RAS_SST10dy and CFSv2L_RAS_SST1dy)
are designed to explore the role of SST feedback by
comparing them with CFSv2L_RAS. In the two experiments, all settings are the same as CFSv2L_RAS
except that predicted SSTs during integrations are
nudged to CFSv2L_RAS climatological SSTs with the
seasonal cycle. Nudging to the CFSv2L_RAS SSTs
other than the observational counterpart has the advantage of removing the possible influence of differences in the basic state climate associated with coupled
model SST biases. The restoring time scales are chosen
as 10 days and 1 day for CFSv2L_RAS_SST10dy and
CFSv2L_RAS_SST1dy, respectively. The choice of the
10-day time scale for CFSv2L_RAS_SST10dy takes
into account the fact that in observations and CGCMs,
there are coherent relationships between MJO convection, surface fluxes, and SSTs with a lag of around
10 days (e.g., Woolnough et al. 2000; Kumar et al. 2013;
DeMott et al. 2015). The use of the 1-day time scale for
CFSv2L_RAS_SST1dy is to compare the impact when
the air–sea interaction is essentially removed.
The fifth simulation is based on CFSv2 and the SAS
convection scheme (referred to as CFSv2_SAS).

3. Results
a. The impact of horizontal resolutions on the MJO
simulations
The effect of model resolution on the MJO is explored by comparing CFSv2_RAS with CFSv2L_RAS.
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FIG. 1. November–April lag–longitude diagram of 108S–108N averaged intraseasonal (20–100-day filtered)
precipitation anomalies (color shading) and U850 anomalies [contours; m s21 (mm day21)21] regressed against the
Indian Ocean precipitation (108S–108N, 708–1008E) for (a) CFSv2_RAS, (b) CFSv2_SAS, (c) observations
(CMORPH precipitation and CFSR U850), (d) CFSv2L_RAS, (e) CFSv2L_RAS_SST10dy, and (f) CFSv2L_
RAS_SST1dy. Contour interval is 0.1 m s21 (mm day21)21, with the zero contour omitted.

Investigations about the climatological-mean states between these two simulations suggest that the mean biases in SST, the low-level zonal wind, and precipitation
are generally similar over the tropical Indian Ocean and
the western Pacific (figures not shown).
For the simulation of the MJO, CFSv2_RAS and
CFSv2L_RAS also exhibit the comparable level of fidelity. In terms of spatial distribution of intraseasonal
variance (figures not shown), CFSv2_RAS captures
some finer structures than CFSv2L_RAS over the
Maritime Continent with complex topography, but they
are not significantly different on a larger spatial scale. In
particular, both models simulate similar and generally
realistic variance maps for 850-hPa zonal wind and

precipitation featured by large variance over the Indian
Ocean and the western Pacific and low variance over the
Maritime Continent.
The eastward propagation of the MJO is also simulated at the similar level of fidelity. Figures 1a and 1d
show time–longitude diagrams of intraseasonal precipitation anomalies (color shading) and 850-hPa zonal
wind anomalies (contours) regressed against the precipitation over the Indian Ocean (108S–108N, 708–
1008E) for boreal winter. Similar to their observational
counterpart (Fig. 1c), the simulated MJOs propagate
eastward across the Eastern Hemisphere at a speed of
around 4 m s21, with the westerly wind anomalies lagging behind positive precipitation anomalies by about
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FIG. 2. As in Fig. 1, but for contours for SST anomalies. SST contours are plotted at 20.098, 20.068, 20.038, 20.028,
20.018, 0.018, 0.028, 0.038, 0.068, and 0.098C (mm day21)21.

5–7 days. In addition, while the precipitation anomalies
are generally confined to the Eastern Hemisphere
(color shading in Figs. 1a,c,d), the 850-hPa zonal wind
anomalies could propagate farther eastward in the
Western Hemisphere at a faster speed (contours in
Figs. 1a,c,d). It is worthy of highlighting that in contrast
to most state-of-the-art models that suffer from the
MJO propagation barrier over the Maritime Continent
(Jiang et al. 2015), the MJO in CFSv2_RAS and
CFSv2L_RAS is able to propagate across the Maritime
Continent as in observations. Comparing CFSv2_RAS
with CFSv2L_RAS, a discontinuity in convection is
more evident at the Maritime Continent in CFSv2_
RAS, which might be due to finer orography (Inness
and Slingo 2006) or better resolved surface boundary
conditions including land fraction and soil and vegetation parameters (Schiemann et al. 2014) at the higher
resolutions in CFSv2_RAS.

Accompanying the propagation signal in precipitation
anomalies and 850-hPa zonal wind anomalies, intraseasonal anomalies of SST and surface fluxes in observations also exhibit eastward propagation (Figs. 2c, 3c,
and 4c), which are captured by CFSv2_RAS (Figs. 2a,
3a, and 4a) and CFSv2L_RAS (Figs. 2d, 3d, and 4d)
generally well. The lag–longitude diagrams with SST
(contours in Figs. 2a,c,d) show warm SST anomalies in
the Indian Ocean prior to the convection and cold SST
anomalies after the convection. Associated with the
convection in the Indian Ocean, warm SST anomalies
appear in the western Pacific. According to the ASCII
mechanism (Flatau et al. 1997), the zonal SST gradient
could induce the convection to move eastward. The intraseasonal SST anomalies are a response to the air–sea
heat flux forcing, as evidenced by a general 1-quadrantlag relationship between them (figures not shown).
Further diagnoses suggest that the surface heat flux
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FIG. 3. As in Fig. 1, but for color shading for SST anomalies [10218C (mm day21)21] and contours for surface net
downward SWF anomalies [W m22 (mm day21)21]. SWF contours are plotted at 29, 26, 23, 22, 21, 20.5, 0.5, 1, 2,
3, 6, and 9 W m22 (mm day21)21.

anomalies are mainly composed of SWF (contours in
Figs. 3a,c,d) and LHF (contours in Figs. 4a,c,d). The
SWF variations are related to changes in cloudiness associated with the MJO. The LHF variations are mainly
modulated by changes in wind speeds with contributions
from the zonal wind anomalies as noted in many MJO
studies (e.g., Flatau et al. 1997; Woolnough et al. 2000;
Hendon 2000; Inness et al. 2003). As to be discussed
later in section 3c, our analysis shows that meridional
wind anomalies also have significant contributions to the
LHF variations.
In summary, the MJO, in terms of its propagation,
amplitude, and periodicity, in general, is realistically
simulated by CFSv2 with the RAS convection. The
model horizontal resolution change from spectral T126
to T62 in the atmosphere and from 0.58 3 0.58 to 18 3 18

in the ocean is found to exert negligible effects on the
representation of the MJO, particularly in regard to its
eastward propagation. The MJO-related relationships
between convection, surface fluxes, and SST are overall consistent with previous observational diagnoses
(e.g., Krishnamurti et al. 1988; Shinoda et al. 1998;
Woolnough et al. 2000) and generally follow the ASCII
mechanism for the intraseasonal oscillation proposed by
Flatau et al. (1997).

b. The role of SST feedback in simulating MJO
propagation
Considering the comparable level of fidelity in simulating the MJO by CFSv2L_RAS and CFSv2_RAS as
demonstrated above, and for faster turnover, CFSv2L_
RAS is used for further experiments to explore the role
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FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for contours for surface downward LHF anomalies [W m2 (mm day21)21]. LHF contours are
plotted at 29, 26, 23, 22, 21, 20.5, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 6, and 9 W m22 (mm day21)21.

of SST feedback in simulating the MJO propagation.
In particular, two experiments (i.e., CFSv2L_RAS_
SST1dy and CFSv2L_RAS_SST10dy; see Table 1) are
done with model SSTs nudged to the CFSv2L_RAS
climatological state. The rationale behind the SSTnudged experiments is as follows: If the MJO is
purely a result of internal atmospheric dynamics, the
two nudged experiments should capture similar MJO
features as the free run (i.e., CFSv2L_RAS). However,
if substantial differences exist, it will indicate that SST
feedback plays a role.
The diagnoses of the mean states suggest that the
mean biases in SST, the low-level zonal wind, and precipitation are almost the same in two SST-nudged simulations and CFSv2L_RAS (figures not shown), which is
to be expected from the experimental design. However,
weakening the air–sea coupling strength has a clear

reduction in the intraseasonal variance of 850-hPa zonal
wind and precipitation over both the Indian Ocean and
the western Pacific (figures not shown); hinting that SST
feedback might be important in the MJO evolution.
Also, the variance decrease is more significant in the
western Pacific than in the Indian Ocean, suggesting that
air–sea coupling might be more important for sustaining
the MJO amplitude over the western Pacific.
Regarding the simulation of MJO propagation, SST
feedback is found to play a critical role. For LHF, its
variations over the Indian Ocean and the western Pacific exhibit many similar features in CFSv2L_RAS_
SST10dy (contours in Fig. 4e) and CFSv2L_RAS_
SST1dy (contours in Fig. 4f) as in CFSv2L_RAS (contours
in Fig. 4d). For example, coincident with the precipitation over the Indian Ocean, there are positive LHF
anomalies to the east of the precipitation center, which
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are thought to be important for warm SST there and
induce the convection to move eastward (Flatau et al.
1997). The similarity is because the MJO-related LHF
variations are dominated by the wind speed variations
(detailed analyses to be presented in section 3c), and the
winds mainly change as a Gill-type response to the
heating in the Indian Ocean.
For SWF (contours in Figs. 3d–f), its variations again
highly resemble their respective patterns in precipitation (color shading in Figs. 2d–f), because of the
associated changes in cloudiness. In particular, for both
precipitation and SWF anomalies, while they exhibit
well-defined eastward propagation in CFSv2L_RAS
(Figs. 2d and 3d) as in reality (color shading in Fig. 2c
and contours in Fig. 3c), such propagation seems absent
as the nudging strength is as large as O(1) day21 (color
shading in Fig. 2f and contours in Fig. 3f); instead, a
standing component is more evident. Furthermore,
while precipitation and SWF anomalies could penetrate
through the date line in CFSv2L_RAS (Figs. 2d and 3d)
as in observations (Figs. 2c and 3c), they are generally
confined to the west of the western Pacific in CFSv2L_
RAS_SST1dy (Figs. 2f and 3f). The feature is consistent
with the intraseasonal variance distribution that shows
clearly weakened variance over the western Pacific as a
result of the strong nudging (figures not shown).
The unrealistic intraseasonal features of precipitation
(and SWF) simulated by CFSv2L_RAS_SST1dy could
be explained by the associated variabilities in SST
(contours in Fig. 2f). As a result of strong nudging to the
climatological state [i.e., O(1) day21], SST exhibits much
weaker intraseasonal variations than that in CFSv2L_
RAS (Fig. 2d vs Fig. 2f). Outside the Indian Ocean,
there are no clear SST intraseasonal variations in
CFSv2L_RAS_SST1dy (contours in Fig. 2f). Without
the corresponding warm SST forcing, the overlaying
atmosphere will be more stable, hindering convective
activity, which is evidenced by low precipitation variations between 1408E and 1808. Because of the lower
variability in precipitation, zonal winds also exhibit
lower intraseasonal variations (contours in Fig. 1f).
When the nudging strength is weakened to O(10) day21
(i.e., CFSv2L_RAS_SST10dy), the SST intraseasonal
variations become stronger, as expected (contours in
Fig. 2e). Consistently, more convection is invoked to the
east of 1408E, and precipitation exhibits some level of
eastward propagation (color shading in Fig. 2e), but the
eastward propagation is still weaker than in CFSv2L_
RAS (color shading in Fig. 2d).
Overall, the two SST nudging experiments based on
CFSv2L_RAS suggest that SST feedback is critical in
maintaining MJO propagation in the model. However,
one could ask whether including the SST feedback alone
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in a coupled atmosphere–ocean model is sufficient for
the simulation of the eastward propagation across the
Maritime Continent, and if not, what processes are responsible for the unsuccessful simulation. These questions are addressed in the next subsection by comparing
two coupled simulations with contrasting levels of fidelity in representing the MJO propagation.

c. The role of convection schemes in the MJO
simulations and processes contributing to favorable
SSTs for MJO propagation
In this part, the sensitivity of MJO simulations to convection schemes is first explored by comparing
CFSv2_SAS with CFSv2_RAS. Then, we diagnose
physical processes that explain contrasting levels of fidelity in representing the MJO propagation between
them.
It should be noted that CFSv2_SAS corresponds to
the standard version of CFSv2 (Saha et al. 2014), in
which the MJO has been evaluated in terms of simulations and predictions (Weaver et al. 2011; Wang et al.
2014). It has been found that in CFSv2_SAS (Saha et al.
2014), the simulated MJO propagates slower than the
observed, with difficulties traversing the Maritime
Continent into the western Pacific (Weaver et al. 2011).
Consistent with experiments based on CFSv1 (Seo and
Wang 2010) and the atmospheric component of CFSv2
(Wang et al. 2015), our experiments suggest that the
MJO propagation in CFSv2 is clearly better represented
by replacing the SAS convection scheme (Pan and Wu
1995) with RAS (Moorthi and Suarez 1992, 1999). In
particular, in CFSv2_RAS (Fig. 1a), the simulated MJO
propagates realistically eastward across the Eastern
Hemisphere at a speed of around 4 m s21, and the zonal
wind anomalies lag behind the precipitation anomalies by about 5–7 days, both resembling the observed
features (Fig. 1c). In contrast, the intraseasonal
precipitation anomalies in CFSv2_SAS clearly stop
propagating when encountering the Maritime Continent
(color shading in Fig. 1b) even though the zonal wind
anomalies, as a Gill-type response to heating in the Indian Ocean, propagate farther and cross the date line.
The MJO propagation bias is also evident in most coupled models in which SST feedback has been included
(e.g., Jiang et al. 2015). Therefore, it can be concluded
that the inclusion of SST feedback alone in coupled
models is not sufficient for maintaining the MJO eastward propagation across the Maritime Continent.
In fact, despite of SST feedback being included in both
CFSv2_RAS and CFSv2_SAS, quite different intraseasonal SST anomalies occur between them. In CFSv2_
RAS (Fig. 2a), coincident with the precipitation in the
Indian Ocean, warm SST anomalies appear in the
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FIG. 5. November–April correlations between the intraseasonal (20–100-day filtered) precipitation anomalies over the Indian Ocean (108S–108N, 708–1008E) and the intraseasonal LHF
anomalies over 108S–108N, 1208–1408E for observations (CMORPH precipitation and CFSR
heat flux; blue curves), CFSv2_RAS (red curves), and CFSv2_SAS (green curves).

western Pacific, as in observations (Fig. 2c). According
to the ASCII mechanism (Flatau et al. 1997), the warm
SST anomalies favor the eastward propagation of convection, traversing the Maritime Continent. However, in
CFSv2_SAS, intraseasonal SST anomalies are generally
confined within the Indian Ocean, and well-organized
warm SST anomalies are absent in the western Pacific
(contours in Fig. 2b), resulting in an unfavorable condition in the western Pacific for convection development
and thus preventing the eastward propagation from the
Indian Ocean.
Further diagnoses suggest that between two important factors (i.e., SWF and LHF) for the intraseasonal
SST variations in the western Pacific, LHF is the dominant one for the difference between CFSv2_RAS and
CFSv2_SAS. For SWF, in CFSv2_RAS (Fig. 3a),
CFSv2_SAS (Fig. 3b), and observations (Fig. 3c), the
western Pacific Ocean is all generally forced by positive
SWF anomalies at the lag times from 210 to 0 days,
which could drive warm SST anomalies locally. However, for LHF in the western Pacific ocean, CFSv2_SAS
(Fig. 4b) is very different from CFSv2_RAS (Fig. 4a)
and observations (Fig. 4c). In CFSv2_RAS and observations, positive LHF anomalies are evident in the
western Pacific at the lag times from 210 to 0 days,
which will reinforce the SWF effect on SST, resulting in
local warm anomalies (color shading in Figs. 4a,c) coincident with precipitation in the Indian Ocean. In
contrast, in CFSv2_SAS (Fig. 4b), for the same lag times,
negative LHF anomalies are present, which will offset
the SWF effect and favor near-normal SST condition
over the region (color shading in Fig. 4b). The

contrasting LHF difference between CFSv2_SAS and
CFSv2_RAS or observations is more evident in Fig. 5,
which calculates the lead–lag correlations between the
intraseasonal precipitation anomalies over the Indian
Ocean and the intraseasonal LHF anomalies over 108S–
108N, 1208–1408E for boreal winter. It is clear that, over
the lag time range from 215 to 30 days, the correlations
in CFSv2_RAS are generally in-phase with the observed, but they are almost in an opposite phase with
those in CFSv2_SAS (Fig. 5). Particularly, LHF has
opposite signs between CFSv2_SAS and CFSv2_RAS or
observations at the lag time from 210 to 0 days, which
accumulatively contributes the SST anomalies at the
0-lag time.
To further explore factors influencing the intraseasonal LHF anomalies, we recalculate LHF based on
the bulk formula with associated physical variables. By
omitting the parameters that are nearly constant, LHF is
calculated to the first order as follows:
LHF ; w(qa 2 qs ) ,

(1)

where w is the 10-m wind speed, qa is the 2-m specific
humidity, and qs is the saturation specific humidity at the
ocean surface. By repeating Fig. 5 but using the recalculated LHF based on Eq. (1), the new lead–lag correlations
(figures not shown, but the lead–lag regressions are shown
in Fig. 6 as black curves) are found almost identical to
those in Fig. 5 for both model simulations and observations, providing a justification for our LHF calculations.
According to Eq. (1), the intraseasonal LHF anomalies could be decomposed as follows:
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FIG. 6. November–April lead–lag regressions of different terms affecting the intraseasonal LHF anomalies
(averaged over 108S–108N, 1208–1408E) against the Indian Ocean precipitation (108S–108N, 708–1008E) for
(a) observation (CFSR), (b) CFSv2_RAS, and (c) CFSv2_SAS [m s21 (mm day21)21]. The solid black curves are
for dLHF (corresponding to curves in Fig. 5), with the red, green, and blue curves for dw(qa 2 qs ), wdqa , and 2wdqs ,
respectively. The dashed curves are for the residual term in Eq. (2).

dLHF ; dw(qa 2 qs ) 1 w(dqa 2 dqs ) 1 «,

(2)

where d means the intraseasonal (20–100-day filtered)
component, an overbar denotes the climatological mean
during November–April, and « is the residual term (i.e.,
the nonlinear term, which is the product of anomalous
wind speeds and anomalous near-surface vertical gradients of moisture). Figure 6 presents the lead–lag regressions of dLHF, dw(qa 2 qs ), wdqa , 2wdqs , and
« against the intraseasonal precipitation anomalies over
the Indian Ocean for boreal winter. It is clear that, in
model simulations and observations, the nonlinear term
« is negligibly small in association with the MJO (dashed
curves in Fig. 6). Also, while the regressions with wdqa
(green curves in Fig. 6) and 2wdqs (blue curves in Fig. 6)
are comparable in magnitude in observations and two
model simulations, they are generally in opposite phase
and cancel each other at the lag times from 230 to
30 days. As a result, the combined contributions of wdqa
and 2wdqs in dLHF are also generally small. In contrast,
for observations and two model simulations, the

regressions with the term dw(qa 2 qs ) (red curves in
Fig. 6) are highly correlated with those about dLHF,
which suggests that the intraseasonal LHF anomalies
are mostly controlled by the product of anomalous wind
speeds and mean near-surface vertical gradients of
moisture [i.e., dw(qa 2 qs )].
Furthermore, it is encouraging to note that CFSv2
with the RAS convection not only realistically captures
the lead–lag relationship of LHF with the Indian Ocean
precipitation, but those about the decomposed terms
associated with LHF are also realistically represented.
For example, in observations, the product of mean wind
speeds and anomalous near-surface vertical gradients of
moisture (i.e., 2wdqs ; green curve in Fig. 6a) over 108S–
108N, 1208–1408E, is featured by a peak of positive
(negative) correlation with the precipitation in the Indian Ocean at the lag time of around 4 (212) days, which
is also captured by CFSv2_RAS (green curve in Fig. 6b).
In fact, this feature also seems to be captured by CFSv2_
SAS at a certain level (green curve in Fig. 6c). However,
for the most important term for LHF, dw(qa 2 qs ) (red
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FIG. 7. November–April lead–lag regressions of the intraseasonal w2, u2, and y2 anomalies (averaged over 108S–
108N, 1208–1408E) against the Indian Ocean precipitation (108S–108N, 708–1008E) for (a) observation (CFSR),
(b) CFSv2_RAS, and (c) CFSv2_SAS. The red curves are for 2w2 (corresponding to red curves in Fig. 6), and the
blue (green) curves are for 2u2 (2y2) [(m s21)2 (mm day21)21]. Note that regressions are calculated for the opposite sign of w2, u2, and y2, which is to coincide with the sign of surface heat flux into the ocean.

curves in Fig. 6), a remarkable difference is evident
between CFSv2_SAS and CFSv2_RAS or observations.
Particularly, in association with intraseasonal SST
anomalies over the western Pacific at the 0-day lag,
dw(qa 2 qs ) makes a positive contribution in CFSv2_
RAS and observations but a negative contribution in
CFSv2_SAS, which can be seen from their integrated
effects during the lag times from 210 to 0 days. Therefore, it is concluded that it is the difference in simulated
wind speeds that plays a major role in the difference of
intraseasonal LHF variations over the western Pacific,
which results in a substantial difference in local SST
conditions between CFSv2_SAS and CFSv2_RAS.
As a further step in diagnostics, we are interested to
know the contribution from each of the wind components (i.e., the zonal and meridional winds). In Fig. 7, we
calculate the lead–lag regressions of intraseasonal w2, u2,
and y 2 anomalies (averaged over 108S–108N, 1208–1408E)
against the intraseasonal precipitation anomalies over
the Indian Ocean for boreal winter, where w2 is the
square of the magnitude of the 10-m wind speed, and

u2 (y 2) is the square of the 10-m zonal (meridional) wind
component. Note that the regressions in Fig. 7 have been
multiplied with a minus sign to mimic the sign of surface
heat flux into the ocean. Comparing CFSv2_RAS
(Fig. 7b) and observations (Fig. 7a), the lead–lag regressions are again generally in the same phase for intraseasonal w2, u2, and y2 anomalies.
We next focus on the lag times close to 0 when dramatically different SST conditions appear in the western
Pacific between CFSv2_SAS and CFSv2_RAS or observations (Fig. 2). In CFSv2_RAS and the observation
(Figs. 7a,b), the total wind speed (red curves) is weakened for most of the lag time after day 220 and before
the 0-day lag, and the change in both the zonal and
meridional components contribute to the total wind
speed weakening. The regression for 2u2 (blue curves)
becomes positive after the lag time of day 222 in the
observation and day 229 in CFSv2_RAS, increases to a
positive maximum value from days 213 to 214, and
then decreases and reaches a negative minimum value
around day 2. The regression for 2y 2 increases from
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zero around day 214 in the observation and day 217 in
CFSv2_RAS, reaching a positive maximum value
around day 23. The net effect of the two wind components in CFSv2_RAS and observations is a positive regression for 2w2, corresponding to weakening of total
wind speed, during most of the lag time from day 220 to
0. The weakening of the wind speed is largely from the
change in the zonal component before day 29. After day
0, the weakening of the wind speed is dominated by the
change in the meridional wind.
In contrast, in CFSv2_SAS (Fig. 7c), the wind speed
weakens before day 29, after which the wind speed
becomes stronger, and the contribution from the meridional component is much smaller compared to that in
the observation and CFSv2_RAS. Both u2 and y 2 in
CFSv2_SAS are quite different from those in the
CFSv2_RAS and observation. For u2 (blue curve in
Fig. 7c), the negative regression values for 2u2 before
the 0-day lag starts at day 210 in CFSv2_SAS, much
earlier than that in the observation (day 23) and
CFSv2_RAS (day 26), and the amplitude of the negative regression values for 2u2 in CFSv2_SAS is much
larger than in the observation and CFSv2_RAS. For y 2
(green curve in Fig. 7c), the amplitude of the positive
regression in CFSv2_SAS is quite small, with a local
minimum at the lag time around day 23 in contrast to a
local maximum in CFSv2_RAS and observations. The
weak positive regression for the meridional component
and the large negative regression for the zonal component in CFSv2_SAS result in net strengthened wind over
108S–108N, 1208–1408E prior to the 0-lag time, which is
contrary to the weakened total wind speed because of
the reduced amplitude of meridional velocity in the
CFSv2_RAS and observation. It should be noted that
the difference of the intraseasonal wind anomalies between CFSv2_SAS and CFSv2_RAS cannot be attributed to the difference in climatological state as the
climatological surface winds are, overall, similar between the two simulations (figures not shown).
The difference of u2 and y 2 between two simulations is
also evident in Fig. 8, which demonstrates the spatial
patterns of above regressions averaged over the lag
times from 210 to 0 days. East of 1208E, in CFSv2_RAS,
similar to observations, 2u2 is featured by positive regressions coherent with negative regressions, but in
CFSv2_SAS, it is clearly dominated by positive regressions. Also, while 2y 2 shows uniform positive regressions east of 1208E in CFSv2_RAS and observations,
for CFAv2_SAS, it has clear negative regressions.
To summarize, the coupled experiments with different convection schemes indicate that air–sea coupling
alone cannot maintain the MJO eastward propagation across the Maritime Continent, but favorable

preconditioning of SSTs must be realistically developed
in models. Further, for the development of such SST
conditions, not only the zonal surface winds should be
realistically represented, as highlighted in previous MJO
studies (e.g., Flatau et al. 1997; Hendon 2000; Inness and
Slingo 2003, Liess et al. 2004; Zhang 2005), but the
meridional component is also equally important, a fact
that has been ignored in most MJO studies.

4. Conclusions and discussion
In this study, we contribute to the continuing efforts to
understand the causes for problems in the MJO simulations, particularly in its eastward propagation. In
particular, a series of coupled simulations are conducted
based on the NCEP Climate Forecast System, version 2
(CFSv2) to explore the sensitivity of the MJO simulations to changes in model configurations, including
horizontal resolutions, air–sea coupling, and convection
schemes. The model results are also compared with
observations to verify their fidelity.
First, two simulations with different horizontal resolutions are compared, which are based on the RAS
convection scheme. It is found that the MJO, in terms of
its propagation, amplitude, and periodicity, is generally
realistically simulated. Furthermore, the model horizontal resolution change from T126 for the atmosphere
and 0.58 3 0.58 for the ocean to T62 for the atmosphere
and 18 3 18 for the ocean exerts negligible influence on
the representation of the MJO. In addition, the MJOrelated relationships between convection, surface fluxes,
and SST are overall consistent with previous observational diagnoses (e.g., Krishnamurti et al. 1988; Shinoda
et al. 1998; Woolnough et al. 2000) and generally follow
the ASCII mechanism for the intraseasonal oscillation
proposed by Flatau et al. (1997).
Further, based on the CFSv2 with lower resolution
(CFSv2L), two more experiments were performed with
model SSTs nudged to model climatologies at the restoring time scales of 10 days and 1 day, respectively. It is
found that weakening the air–sea coupling strength
significantly degraded MJO propagation, suggesting the
critical role of SST feedback in maintaining MJO
propagation.
Last, the sensitivity to convection parameterization is explored by comparing two CFSv2 simulations
with the RAS and SAS convection parameterization
schemes. Analyses indicated that while CFSv2 with
RAS simulates the MJO quite realistically, the MJOrelated convection in the simulation with SAS could
not propagate eastward across the Maritime Continent.
It suggests that air–sea coupling alone cannot maintain
the MJO eastward propagation across the Maritime
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FIG. 8. November–April regressions of the intraseasonal w2, u2, and y2 anomalies against the Indian Ocean
precipitation (108S–108N, 708–1008E) for (a) observation (CFSR), (b) CFSv2_RAS, and (c) CFSv2_SAS. The regressions are shown as averages over from 210 to 21 days when precipitation lags the formers. The left (right)
column is for 2w2 and 2u2 (2y2), with the former color shaded and the latter contoured [(m s21)2 (mm day21)21].

Continent. Further analyses indicated that favorable
SST conditions must be realistically developed in
models. In both observations and the simulation with
RAS, warm SST anomalies corresponding to precipitation in the Indian Ocean were present to the east

of the Maritime Continent. This SST signal, however,
was absent in the simulation based on SAS. The
difference in surface latent heat fluxes was further
identified as the major factor resulting in the SST
difference.
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Detailed diagnoses of the latent heat flux suggest that, in
both observations and the RAS simulation, east of the
Maritime Continent, the latent heat flux intraseasonal variability was generally controlled by surface wind speeds.
Prior to the local warm SST anomalies, mostly as a result of
weakened meridional surface wind, the surface wind becomes weaker than normal, which leads to less latent heat
flux out of the ocean, accumulatively responsible for the late
warm SST anomalies. On the other hand, as a result of
unrealistic representation of both zonal and meridional
winds in the SAS simulation, the surface wind became
stronger than normal, resulting in more latent heat flux out
of the ocean. When working together with the surface solar
shortwave radiation flux, near-normal SST condition is
forced to the east of the Maritime Continent. As a result, the
MJO-related convection stopped propagating farther eastward in the SAS simulation.
It is worthwhile to highlight that, in the development of
favorable SST conditions for the MJO propagation, not
only the zonal surface winds should be realistically represented as noted in previous MJO studies (e.g., Flatau
et al. 1997; Hendon 2000; Inness and Slingo 2003, Liess
et al. 2004; Zhang 2005), but the meridional component is
also equally important. This factor has been largely neglected in most of the previous MJO studies. Further
studies are required to understand how the surface winds
are affected by the different convection schemes, which
represents the next challenge.
It is also noted that some studies (e.g., the moisture-mode
theory) suggested that the horizontal advection of moisture
is an important factor for MJO propagation (Kim et al.
2014). Thus, the moisture-mode theory is another aspect
that may help understand the MJO differences simulated by
two convection schemes, but it is not the focus of the paper,
which focuses on the ocean surface impact. In addition, an
analysis of mixed layer depth (MLD; figures not shown) in
CFSv2L_RAS indicates that MLD nearly varies in phase
with intraseasonal SST variations, with shallow MLD accompanying warm SST. Considering that as a response to
fixed heat fluxes, shallower MLD will result in warmer SST,
the warm SST east of 1208E might involve upper-ocean
processes, which will also be explored in the future.
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